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Thanks for buying our game! We hope your kids didn’t 
give you too much sh*t today! 

Every game of Never Have I Ever presents a new chance 
to relive life’s funny, embarrassing, and awkward 
moments, and this edition was made special just for you: 
the parent. The hero. Fighting through work stress, 
fatigue, and a slight hangover to shower your screaming, 
flailing, snotting little monster of a kid with the affection 
they only usually deserve.  And why do you do it?  
Because you love ‘em! Well, guess what? We love YOU, 
and we think YOU deserve a good time with friends. So 
sit back, laugh a lot, and try to ignore those non-stop 
texts from the babysitter. They’ll be fine.

Object of the game
Be the first person to collect 5 Black Play Cards by 
answering (truthfully!) to the Never Have I Ever questions.

Starting the game
Choose the player who's wearing the coolest shirt. Good. 
Now, whoever's sitting to the right of this fashion icon 
gets to start the game. Why? Because Never Have I Ever 
liked a show off!

Playing the game
The person starting the game spins the spinner to 
determine who's playing in the first round. Once the 
players are determined, this same person picks a Black 
Play Card from the pile and reads it out loud. These cards 
are examples of things you may or may not have done. 

And now... the fun part!
Everyone playing in the round must answer (I repeat -- 
truthfully!) by using their "I HAVE" or their "I HAVE 
NEVER" paddles. If the person who started the round 
answers the question with "I HAVE," they get to keep the 
card (Not permanently, you nutjobs. When the game's 
over, put them back in the box like civilized humans).

Remember, to win a Black Play Card, you MUST be the 
person to start the round! Everyone else's answers are 
just for fun. Remember fun? No?! Well you're about to 
have some! At the end of each round, the player to the 
left starts the cycle again with a spin. The first player to 
collect 5 Black Play Cards wins eternal glory (that lasts 
until you all play again).
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